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Can cyclists be
nudged haptically?
Cities all over the world are putting up
physical obstacles to curb inappropriate
cyclist speeds. It however seems like there
is no reason to do so at all.
There are numerous ways to communicate using
the haptic sense; by relying on what we can feel,
such as pressure, touch and vibration. On a biking lane, the most common example is the complex of rumble stripes that are put up to give discomfort when crossing them at too high a speed.
The reasoning behind may appear plausible, as vibrations are disliked by cyclists and increase with
speed. But an experimental study done by Pontus Wallgren and Victor Bergh Alvergren from
Chalmers suggests that the effect is very small.
Following two dedicated workshops, one in
Gothenburg and one in the Hague, a large vari-
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ety of potential haptic cyclist nudges were developed. Broadly, they could fit into three different
categories; modified surface softness, modified
surface roughness and tree-dimensional road
modifications. Based on this input six different
nudges were developed and tried on cyclists in
Sweden, with the aim of decreasing speed before an intersection.
The test did not include the ordinary rumble
stripes, as these have been found severely disliked by cyclists. Instead, the study used softer
strips that actually gave way when biking over
them, while still providing a clear feeling of running over something. The regular speed bump
was replaced with a version in
rubber, and a slope was made
that was intended to slope up
before an intersection – tak-
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ing away speed – and to slope down after the
intersection – giving the speed back. Additionally, soft ground, swampy ground and rugged
ground – consisting of glued gravel – were taken into the tests.
The cyclists were subjected to the nudges and
drove over them, but the effect was surprisingly
low. The speed barely decreased at all, and most
of the reduction occurred before the nudge; because the cyclists were not sure what it was the
first time they encountered it. When cycling a
second time, this effect would disappear totally.
The only nudge that actually had some effect
was the slope, which would be very difficult to
implement in real life indeed. To assure that the
biking lane slopes up towards an intersection
and down afterwards would require submerging the entire biking lane system a bit below the
roads. Needless to say, this would give rise to
numerous other issues.
Low effect or very difficult to implement; none
of these are actually the main problem. No, the
main problem is that the cyclists strongly dislike
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the interventions. The more effect they have,
the more disliked they are. A large share of cyclists would even do a reroute to avoid them;
either out in the road or the pedestrian lane, or
even choosing another way all together.
This is clearly a hard blow to those putting up haptic obstacles, believing it could affect
cyclists positively.
Nevertheless, there is a strong light of hope in the
seemingly dismal results. Chalmers recently did
another study within MeBeSafe exploring how
visual nudges could affect cyclists in real traffic.
The results from 93 tests persons were
the very opposite. The visual nudges did not
only find an almost universal approval, they
also seemed to affect the cyclists to a very high
degree. The results are not yet officially out, but
they look very promising and will tested further
in the field trials this autumn.
So all those cities putting up haptic obstacles
in order to curb speeding may reach their goals
much easier; if they just take a few steps backwards and replace the vibrating bumps with
something that is only seen.
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